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Introduction: What Is Metabolic Reconstruction?
For the past few years, we have been developing metabolic reconstructions for
organisms that have been sequenced, and we have made a number of these working
models available. By the term metabolic reconstruction we mean the process of
inferring the metabolism of an organism from its genetic sequence data supplemented
by known biochemical and phenotypic data. Our initial software system to support
metabolic reconstruction was called WIT (for "What Is There?") and has been in use
since mid-1995 (http;llwww.cme.msu.edul WIT/) [7]. Recently, a second system,
we
have
called
WIT2,
has
been
made
available
which
(http://www/mcs.anl.govlhome/overbeekIWIT2/CGII user.cgi). In this chapter we
discuss the central design issues in constructing such systems, along with the basic
steps that must be supported by any such system.
Representation of Metabolism
The most basic decisions center on how to represent the metabolism of an organism.
Clearly, a topic of such complexity might well warrant an extremely abstruse
computational representation. Indeed, the efforts that have been spent in representing
chemical compounds give some indication of the potential magnitude of the problem.
In considering this problem, we have found it useful to draw an analogy to the
representation of an automobile as it appears in any auto parts store. In this context,
the auto overview and parts catalog give an accurate, high-level abstraction that does
~.~....
not include any real discussion of the "intermediates". It is an effective
• representation, but it does not convey the details of how energy is generated and
'
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evidence exists
or formulating
some
other
hypothesis
about
what
is
going
on.
or formulating some other hypothesis about what is going on.

Once the user
hasthe
analyzed
situationtheassituation
it relatesastoitsubstrates
products
Once
user hasthe
analyzed
relates to and
substrates
andofproducts o
pathways, apathways,
similar analysis
be applied
to applied
known cofactors,
and
a similarmust
analysis
must be
to known coenzymes,
cofactors, coenzymes,
an
of potential
producers
consumers
prosthetic groups.
In this
case,Inthe
logical
prosthetic
groups.
this
case, issue
the logical
issue of
potentialand
producers
and consumer
of specific compounds
must be analyzed,
additional
relating
to volumes
of volumes o
must bebut
analyzed,
butissues
additional
issues
relating to
of specifiC compounds
flows can be
analyzed.
this point,
mostpoint,
of thismost
typeofofthis
analysis
flowS
can be At
analyzed.
At this
type ofreqUires
analysisa requires
substantial amount
of expertise,
many ofand
the many
decisions
aredecisions
necessarily
substantial
amount ofand
expertise,
of the
are impossible
necessarily impossib
to make with
any certainty.
situation
exacerbated
by the difficulty
certainty.
Theis situation
is exacerbated
by the ofdifficulty
to make
with any The
determining determining
the precise function
of
a
wide
class
of
transport
proteins,
as
well
as byas well as b
the precise function of a wide class of transport proteins,
the potentialtheforpotential
broad specificity
many enzymes.
this regard,
while
the while t
for broad for
specificity
for manyInenzymes.
In this
regard,
currently is tractable
for those
substantial
situation is situation
currentlyonly
tractable
only with
for those
with biochemical
substantial biochemic
it by
is clearly
that possible
rapid advances
in advances
backgrounds backgrounds
(and not always
them), possible
it is clearly
that rapid
(andbynotthem),
always
our ability toour
perform
careful more
comparative
analysis and to
acquireand
biochemical
abilitymore
to perform
careful comparative
analysis
to acquire biochemi
confirmation confirmation
of coqjectures
gradually
thissimplify
aspect this
of metabolic
of will
conjectures
willsimplify
gradually
aspect of metabo
reconstruction, as welL

reconstruction, as wen.
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Coordinating the Development of Metabolic Reconstructions
Balancing the Model
A metabolic reconstruction can be done by a number of individuals, often sharing a
We turn noW to the more difficult and critical step of balancing the model. By
single model that is developed jointly. WIT2 includes the capability for multiple
balancing,
meanonconsidering
questionsreconstruction
of the following
users either
to workwe
jointly
a single metabolic
orform:
to develop such
reconstructions in isolation. This is achieved as follows:
"Since we know this compound is present (because we have asserted a given
pathway for which it is a substrate), where does it come from? Is it
• For each organism, a list of master users is installed. When these users alter a
synthesized,
it imported?"
model, the change
is visibleorbyis all
users of the system.
of
he chooses
a "user ID".coenzymes,
Any set ofprosthetic
• WhenThis
a user
logs
into
a
version
all substrates
to pathways,
consideration holds for WIT2,
users sharing the same ID will be working on the same model.
groupS, and sO forth. In addition, we need to consider the issue of whether products
• When any non-master user alters a model (asserts the existence of a diagram or
of pathways are consumed by other cellular processes or are excreted.
makes an entry to the protein-role table), the change is visible only to the group
To begin
process,
user
mustconstructed
first make tables
all ID
substrates of
of users sharing
thethis
same
user ID.theThe
model
within including
a given user
As we stated
pathways
all products
asserted pathways.
as an and
extension
to the of
"standard"
model generated
by theabove, our
shouldasserted
be viewed
notion of function diagram does not require that substrates and products be
mastersimplified
users.
included.
However, iffor
oneanwishes
to automate
this aspect
metabolicuser
reconstruction
organism
(corresponding
to aof
designated
• A metabolic
reconstruction
we
have
not
yet
done),
the
data
must
be
accurately
encoded.
Once
(which
ID) can be exported (Le., converted to an external format), which can later be such tables
exist,
we other
can remove
that occur
bothforsubstrates
and products. Two
imported
to any
versionall
ofcompounds
WIT2 that includes
theasdata
the organism.

remain:
Our intent lists
is that
users develop metabolic reconstructions on many distinct Web
A list
substrates that
are the
notefforts
synthesized
by any
process
of others
working
on depicted in
servers, but that they 1.be able
to of
conveniently
import
the same genome.
any of the asserted function diagrams, and
2. A list of products that are not consumed by an processes depicted by
Where Do We Stand? asserted diagrams.

theseand
listsmaintain
carefully
and assess
how best
to reconcile the
userattempting
must go through
At this pointThe
we are
to develop
metabolic
models
for well
situation.
This
task
may
require
searching
for
a
protein
that
might
be a potentia
over twenty organisms representing a remarkable amount of phylogenetic diversity
transporter,
asserting
a
new
pathway
for
which
a
limited
amount
of
evidence
exists
(http://wit.at.msu). The development of these initial models will be, we believe, far
to
add
new
models
for
more
organisms
that
more difficultorthan
the
efforts
required
formulating some other hypothesis about what is going on.
are similar to these
initially
analyzed
organisms.
On the as
other
hand, to
unicellular
Once
the user
has analyzed
the situation
it relates
substrateslife
and products o
amount
of
diversity;
and
when
the
task
of
analyzing
exhibits an enormous
pathways, a similar analysis must be applied to known cofactors,
coenzymes, an
contemplated,
it is the
clear
that an
enormous
amount
of workand consumer
multicellular organisms
prosthetic is
groups.
In this case,
logical
issue
of potential
producers
is required to attain
even
approximate
metabolic
reconstructions.
of specifiC compounds must be analyzed, but additional issues relating to volumes o
flowSthese
can initial
be analyzed.
this oftype
of analysis requires
As we develop
models, At
we this
havepoint,
noted most
a clearofcore
functionality
amountvaried
of expertise,
and many of
the decisions
necessarily impossib
by a surprisingly
set of organisms.
Techniques
for are
developing
that is shared substantial
any certainty.
The
is exacerbated
by the difficulty
to make
withclearly
clusters of proteins
that are
homologous
andsituation
that perform
identical functions
transportmetabolic
proteins, as well as b
determining
the precise
function
of a wide
classtoofdevelop
in distinct organisms
are now
beginning
to simplify
efforts
potential
for broad
specificity
this regard,
while t
to amany
clear enzymes.
hypothesisInabout
the
reconstructions.theSuch
techniques
are also
leading for
is functions.
currently tractable only for those with substantial
biochemic
situation
of specific
.
historical origins
backgrounds (and not always by them), it is clearly possible that rapid advances
constructing
a detailed
overview
of the functional
subsystems
in biochemi
The task ofour
ability to perform
more
careful comparative
analysis
and to acquire
is closely of
related
to the issue
characterizing
the functions
or of metabo
specific organisms
confirmation
conjectures
willofgradually
simplify
this aspect
genes in the gene pool. While specific organisms often have been analyzed in
as wen.
rapidly becoming
clear that comparative analysis is the key to
isolation, it is reconstruction,
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understanding
even specific
that characterization
of the complete
gen
understanding
even specific
genomesgenomes
and that and
characterization
of the complete
gene
for unicellular
is far
more tractable
than previously
more
tractable
than previously
imagined.imagined.
Om goalOur
is togoal is t
pool for pool
unicellular
life is farlife
develop develop
accurate,accurate.
althoughalthough
somewhat
imprecise,
functionalfunctional
overviews
for unicellular
somewhat
imprecise,
overviews
for unicellula
organisms
and these
to useasthese
as a foundation
the analysis
of multicellula
organisms
and to use
a foundation
for the for
analysis
of multicellular
eukaryotes.
Just asfamilies
protein derived
families from
derived
from unicellular
are beginnin
eukaryotes.
Just as protein
unicellular
organismsorganisms
are beginning
for assigning
many eukaryotic
a
to form totheform
basisthe forbasis
assigning
function function
to manyto eukaryotic
proteins, proteins,
an
understanding
of the central
of eukaryotes
will be built
our rapidly
understanding
of themetabolism
central metabolism
of eukaryotes
will on
be built
on our rapid
of the evolution
of functional
systems within
expanding
understanding
expanding
understanding
of the evolution
of functional
systemsunicellular
within unicellul
organisms.
organisms.

A Growing
Interest in
Connecting
Metabolic
and Sequence
Data
A Growing
Interest
in Connecting
Metabolic
and Sequence
Data

The growing
that the metabolic
structure structure
must be encoded
used and
to used
The perception
growing perception
that the metabolic
must be and
encoded
interpret the
emerging
body of sequence
data has resulted
a number
projects.
interpret
the emerging
body of sequence
data has inresulted
in aofnumber
of projec
Here we summarize
the most successful
of theseatprojects
at this
With intere
Here we summarize
the most successful
of these projects
this time.
Withtime.
interest
expandingexpanding
so rapidly,sothe
readerthe
is encouraged
to do a network
for search
other sites,
rapidly,
reader is encouraged
to do asearch
network
for other sit
which we which
believewewill
continue
appear to
at aappear
growing
believe
willto
continue
at arate.
growing rate.
•

• (http://www.genome.ad.jpikegg/kegg3.html)
KEGG (http://www.genome.ad.jpfkegglkegg3.html)
[4]: This outstanding
effo
KEGG
[4]: This outstanding
effort,
based University
at Kyoto University
in Japan, represents
to metabolic
maintain metabo
based at Kyoto
in Japan, represents
an attemptantoattempt
maintain
for sequenced
It has connected
genes
from speci
It has connected
the genes the
from
specific
overviewsoverviews
for sequenced
genomes. genomes.
to metabolic
functions
with visual
excellent
visual depictions
of metabo
of metabolic
organismsorganisms
to metabolic
functions with
excellent
depictions
maps.
maps.

•

• Boehringer
Biochemical
(http://expasy.hcuge.chlc
Boehringer
Manheim Manheim
Biochemical
Pathways Pathways
Olttp:l/expasv.hcuge.chlcgiof metabolic
pathways has
binlsearch-biochem-index):
This excellent
binlsearch-biochem-index):
This collection
excellent collection
of metabolic
pathways
been recently
the SwissProt
allowing
to move
beenintegrated
recently into
integrated
into the effort,
SwissProt
effort,one
allowing
onebetween
to move betw
pathways, enzymes,
sequence
pathways,and
enzymes,
anddata.
sequence data.

•

EcoCyc
- Overview)
[5]: This [5]: T
• (http://www.aLsri.comJecocyc!ecocyc.html
EcoCyc (http://www.aLsri.comJecocyc/ecocyc.html
- Overview)
is aencoding
detailed of
encoding
of the metabolism
of Escherichia
a detailed
the metabolism
of Escherichia
coli and coli
database isdatabase
Haemophilus
influenzae. influenzae.
Besides just
the metabolic
collection
Haemophilus
Besides
just the network,
metabolic this
network,
this collect
of the
kinetic
andkinetic
thermodynamic
parameters parameters
(when they(when
are they
includes some
includes
some
of the
and thermodynamic
known). known).

•

BiocatalysisIBiodegradation
Database Database
• BiocatalysisIBiodegradation
(http://dragon.labmed.umn.eduJ-lyndaJindex.html)
[3]: This database
covers
a covers
(http://dragon.labmed.umn.edul-Iyndalindex.html)
(3]: This
database
are of special
in the
area of
small, but significant,
set of pathways
small, but significant,
set ofthat
pathways
that areinterest
of special
interest
in the area of
x.enobiotic degradation.
xenobiotic degradation.

•

SoyBase
(http://probe.nal.usda.gov:8000Jplantlaboutsoybase.html):
This
• SoyBase
(http://probe.nal.usda.gov:8000/plantlaboutsoybase.html):
databases captures
genetic
and metabolic
for soybeans.
databases
captures
genetic anddata
metabolic
data for soybeans.

•

a
Maize • DBMaize
(http://teosinte.agron.missouri.eduJ)
[6]: This [6];
database
DB (http://teosinte.agron.missouri.edul)
This isdatabase
i
maize genetic
and biochemical
data.
comprehensive
collection ofcollection
of maize
genetic and biochemical
data.
comprehensive
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understanding even specific genomes and that characterization of the complete
gene
pool for unicellular life is far more tractable than previously imagined. Our goal is to
develop accurate. although somewhat imprecise, functional overviews for unicellula
organisms
and to use
these and
as aModels
foundation for the analysis of multicellula
AvaUability
of the Pathways,
Software,
eukaryotes. Just as protein families derived from unicellular organisms are beginning
The
PUMA
to form(http://www.mcs.anl.gov/home/compbio/PUMNProductionipuma.
the basis for assigning function to many eukaryotic proteins, an
html) ,
WIT
(http://www.cme.msu.eduIWITI)
(7],
andbe built
WIT2
understanding
of the central metabolism of eukaryotes
will
on our rapidly
(http://www.mcs.anl.gov/home/overbeek/WIT2JCGIJuser.cgi)
systems
were unicellula
expanding understanding of the evolution of functional
systems within
developed organisms.
at Argonne National Laboratory in close cooperation with the team of
Evgeni Selkov in Russia. The beta release for WIT2 has been sent to four sites and is
currently available.
TheInterest
first actual
of WIT2
is scheduled
for October
1997. It
A Growing
in release
Connecting
Metabolic
and Sequence
Data
will include all of the software required to install WIT2 and develop a local Web
server, all The
of our
metabolic
reconstructions
for organisms
withmust
genomes
in theand used t
growing
perception
that the metabolic
structure
be encoded
publicly available
archives,
and detailed
instructions
any newingenomes
interpret
the emerging
body of
sequence for
dataadding
has resulted
a numberto of projects
the existingHere
system
forthe
local
usesuccessful
only). Just
widespread
availabi1ity
we (perhaps,
summarize
most
of as
these
projects at
this time. of
With intere
the Metabolic
PathwaysoDatabase
stimulated
a number to
of do
projects
relating
to the
expanding
rapidly, has
the reader
is encouraged
a network
search
for other site
networks,
hope that
availability
of WIT2
analysis of metabolic
which we believe
willwecontinue
to the
appear
at a growing
rate. will foster the
development and open exchange of detailed metabolic reconstructions.
• KEGG (http://www.genome.ad.jpfkegglkegg3.html) [4]: This outstanding effor
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